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ABSTRACT
For any problem with an unknown fitness function, justification of an Evolutionary Algorithm as a search method necessarily relies upon conjectures about that fitness function. This
paper formulates apparent crossover partition coefficients ( a generalisation of Walsh transforms)
and uses these t o develop a new model of crossover non-linearity ratios. Experimental runs
demonstrate that this theory can offer insights into the apparent tractability of problems under
crossover.

1.Introduction

(individual) that maximises some associated fitness
function f(.). We will assume the GA is using a
With the increasing use of Evolutionary Algo- traditional ‘cut and swap’ crossover in which the
rithms (EAs), it is important that practitioners children represent a strict redistribution (without
have some means by which the effectiveness of the loss) of the parental gene values. That is, we shall
EA’S trademark operator, the crossover, can be consider crossover t o be any symmetric reversible
measured. Traditional schema-processing based ap- operator that maps one pair of parental fitnesses t o
proaches such as those expounded by Holland [9] a second child pair. Clearly this symmetry requirehave proven of limited value [15, 13, 171, while ment excludes crossover operators in which only a
the recent advances made by Vose and colleagues single child is produced. Furthermore, it also re[ll, 221 in theoretical characterisations of Genetic quires that the crossover be ‘fitness blind’; we must
Algorithms (GAS) are currently unable to offer be equally likely to travel ‘forward’ from parents t o
guidance of a practical value.
children as we are t o travel ‘backwards’ from children t o parents, even if one direction is considered
an improvement while the other a degradation in
2. Focus on Exploration
quality. Fitness aware crossover operators that can
If progress is t o be made in our understanding of effectively hill-climb differ fundamentally from the
the GA it is essential that the focus of research blind crossover considered here.
The GA is likely to outperform other algorithms
move away from issues such as compliance with
on
some problem if its crossover operator is able t o
the Schema Theorem and the degree of intrinsic
exploit
structure in the problem space. To achieve
parallelism and instead consider the GA’s exploration of new points in the solution space. If any this, the crossover operator must prove successnon-enumerative search algorithm is t o outperform ful in generating new improved solutions from the
random search it must make assumptions about the existing solution populations. That is, crossover
search space. Only by gaining a greater under- must be able t o generate improved solutions by restanding of the implicit assumptions underlying the arranging building blocks present in the existing
GA’s search will we succeed in characterising those good solutions. Because the crossover operator is
reversible, no claims can be made as t o its ability
problems best suited t o optimisation using GAS.
The hallmark of the GA is its use of the crossover per se. Instead, we require that crossover of good
operator t o combine properties of two good solu- individuals produce a t least one better than average
tions. If the GA is t o distinguish itself then it (and hopefully improved) individual.
Previous characterisation of problems as suitable
must do so via this operator. Therefore, the understanding of crossover will serve as a focus for or otherwise for solution using crossover has focussed on two approaches - the construction of
this discussion.
We consider the problem of finding a solution easy and hard problems, and the analysis of ex-
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t o r = 1 indicates the degree of linear separetbility of the fitness function. In similar work,
Muhlenbein and Schlierkamp-Voosen [18] examine
the ‘heritability’ of individuals across each successive generation by forming a linear regression model
relating the fitness of a crossover-produced child t o
the average fitness of the two parents, and then
calculating correlation coefficients that measure the
degree t o which the linear regression model explains
the observed data.
Menczer and Parisi [16] compared the performance of GAS with and without crossover in the
optimisation of weights in a neural net, and found
f ( H )=
f(H’)
(1) that crossover did make a significant contribution
H’ZH
t o the GA’s performance. They conducted experiments measuring the correlation coefficients for
where H‘ 2 H denotes that H is a subset of H‘, both the mutation and crossover operators as these
e.g. 1*1*3* 2 1*123*. The partition coefficients are operations were observed during the actual GA
defined over the set of all n possible individuals, and run. They found that the fitness landscape apconsequently equation (1) allows the fitness of any peared more correlated (and thus smoother) under
schema (or individual) t o be written as a sum of the crossover operator than under mutation. (Note
appropriate partition coefficients. Note, however, that under crossover Menczer and Parisi considered
that dependency relationships between the parti- a child as belonging t o the one parent (of the two
tion coefficients reduce the number of independent possible) with which it matched in the greatest
coefficients t o the n required for the system t o be number of gene positions; the correlation coefficient
uniquely determined. For a full appreciation of par- was based on each such parent/child pair, and not
tition coefficients, the reader is referred t o the above the average parent/child fitness.)
papers or one of [3, 5, 6, 8, 7, 101.
In general, the use of some algorithm t o solve ,&
In the simplest case, a function can be written particular problem can only be supported by apas the sum of the first-order partition coefficients peal t o specific properties of the fitness function
associated with individual genes. Such a problem under consideration. Given the inability t o fully
would be classed as veridical, in that the optimal enumerate the fitness function, the strongest supsolution is contained within the best of each set port for such claims must derive from sample obof competing schemata, and in fact can be found servations of the function. While several of the
by independently choosing values for each gene. previously discussed correlation measures go some
A number of authors have also created deceptive way in serving this need, the next section presents
problems in which the apparently best schemata a crossover-specific measure that can successfully
contain some false optimum t o which the GA in- quantify those properties of the crossover operator
variably converges. Such problems can be created that we believe t o be of greatest importance.
through careful choice of the associated partition
coefficients.
Partition coefficients and linearity measures can 3. Crossover Non-Linearity Ratios
also be used t o characterise an existing function.
Work conducted by the author [15] has shown that
This is the approach taken by Davidor [4] who
the GA makes rapid progress on both veridical and
introduced epistasis variance as a measure of the
deceptive problems, suggesting that both problems
difference between a function and its gene-wise linpresent fitness paths that can be easily and reliably
ear approximation. Motivated by Davidor’s work,
ascended by the GA t o either the optimum or i<
Reeves and Wright [21, 201 have recently taken a
near-optimal point. One explanation for the rapid
statistical approach t o estimating apparent partiprogress of the GA on these veridical and deceptivle
tion coefficients. In their work they use analysis of
problems is that they are both linearly separabbe
variance (ANOVA) tables to determine the extent
t o a high degree - their fitness functions, a t least
t o which low order partition coefficients can explain
over the range seen by the GA’s exploration, can
the fitness function. They also discuss how such
be written as a linear sum of coefficients a.ssociatetl
an analysis extends t o the analysis of subsets of
with each gene position. I t is this effective separaindividuals as seen during actual GA runs.
bility of both problems that permits the GA’s rapid
Manderick et al. [12] have considered a statistiprogress.
cally based correlation coeficient r for the crossover
While linearly separable functions are GA-easy,
operator, where the range of values from r = 0
such problems are also solved more efficiently using
isting problems. Both these approaches attempt
in some way t o consider the interaction of building
blocks. A formal analysis of such interactions was
first niade by Bethke [2] who introduced partition
coeficien,ts for analysing binary-encoded individuals. Partition coefficients have recently been generalised t o non-binary encodings by Mason [14], and
it is this notation that we use here. Each schema
H has an associated partition coefficient E ( H )that
quantifies the non-linearities in the fitness function
associated with H. Using Mason’s notation, the
E ( . ) values can be uniquely defined by:
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simple bit-flipping hill climbers. If we are t o characterise those problems for which GAS excel as a
solution method then we need t o isolate that property of linearly separable functions that makes such
functions crossover-easy but also generalise this beyond a simple classification of trivially separable
problems.
Let us assume that individuals Ip1 and Ip2 form
children I,, and Ic2 after crossover. Now, letting
a , b , p and q denote the appropriate gene subsequences, we can write Ip1 = ab, Ippa = p q , IC1 = aq
and Ic2 = ph. If we treat the representation as
comprising two binary genes, the first with alleles
{ a ,p } , and the second with alleles { b , q } then we can
treat the four individuals associated with the given
crossover as if they formed a complete problem domain. In particular, we can calculate the 4 unique
partition coefficients defined by the fitnesses f ( a b ) ,
{%P> x {b,Y l ;
f(pq), f ( 4 , f ( P b ) over the
these are termed the crossover’s pseudo partition
coefficients. Using the partition coefficient notation presented earlier, the four independent coefficients E(**), €(a*) = - ~ ( p * ) ,E ( & ) = - ~ ( * y ) , and
€(ab) = -c(aq) = - ~ ( p b ) = &q) are defined by
equation (l),giving

f(Iri)

=
=

f(IP2) =

f(Ic1)
f(IC2)

f(ab)
E(**)

+ € ( U * ) + E(*b) + €(ab)

(2)

+ €(ab)

(3)

+ € ( U * ) - E(*b) - €(ab)

(4)

f(Pd

=

E(**)

=
=

f(4

=

fbb)

=

E(**)

E(**)

- €(U*) - €(*b)

- €(U*)

+ E(*b)

- €(ab). ( 5 )

The relationships between the fitnesses and these
pseudo partition coefficients are shown in Figure 1.
I t is important t o note t h a t these E(.) quantities are
apparent partition coefficients associated with just
the single crossover operation under consideration;
they are not the values that would be generated by
a full partition coefficient analysis over the entire
problem domain.
This formulation suggests that we think of the
crossover operation as a rearranging of the building blocks ‘&E(u*)’and ‘ & ~ ( * b ) ’ the
,
parents and
children representing all four possible combinations
of these building blocks. The €(ab) is a nonlinear
contribution that is then added to the parents or
subtracted from the children. We can quantify the
linear and non-linear effects by considering the ratio
of these two contributions:

I

+&(*b)

Fig. 1: An example showing the apparent partition coefficients associated with a crossover. For clarity this example
assumes that t ( a * ) , ~ ( * b )and € ( a b ) are all positive, and
f(lcl)
> f(1~2).
This figure is best understood by tracing
the successive fitness changes involved in progressing from
the mean family fitness e(**) through t o each individual’s
fitness.

The above definition has not considered the direction of any non-linearity. The linear analysis will
generally suggest a certain combination of building
blocks as being good. As an example, consider
the case where f ( a * ) > f ( p * ) @ €(a*) > 0, and
f ( + b ) > f(*y) H ~ ( * b )> 0. Now, if the nonlinear interaction term €(ab) is zero, then individual ab will be the most fit with fitness f ( a b ) =
E(**) + €(a*)+ E ( & ) (see equations (2)-(5)). However, in most cases €(ah) will not be zero, and so
by equation (2), f ( a b ) will be increased by €(ab).
Now, a positive €(ab)will be aligned with, and thus
reinforce the fitness contributions of €(a*)and E ( & )
within individual ab, while a negative €(ab) will
oppose the linear components, and perhaps reduce
ab’s fitness below that of one of the other three
family members. If f ( a * ) < f(p*) H €(a*) < 0,
and f ( * b ) < f(*y) @ ~ ( * b <
) 0, then individual p q
will be the most fit if E ( & ) = 0. If €(ah) # 0, then
as before, a positive €(ab) will improve pq’s fitness
(i.e. reinforce the fitness contributions of €(a*) and
E(&)),
while a negative €(ab) will oppose the linear components and thus worsen pq’s fitness. The
converse will be true when €(a*) and ~ ( * b )are of
opposite sign; i.e.a negative €(ab) will improve the
best individual’s fitness, while a positive €(ab)will
worsen that individual’s fitness We can take these
effects into account t o construct an improved nonlinearity measure $.
Let sign(rc) denote the sign of 5 (being +1 if IC 2 0
and -1 otherwise). We now form what we shall term
the crossover non-linearity ratio:
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If $ is near zero then the fitness function can
be modelled locally as a linear function of building
blocks. If this is the case for many crossover operations then crossover of fit individuals will recombine
these blocks in a linear fashion, thus generating
improved individuals. We would expect the GA
t o be successful in generating improved solutions
for such problems. This scenario of low $ values
includes the special case of $ 0 for fully linearly
separable functions.
A large II, (either positive or negative) indicates
that crossover has failed t o locate linear building
blocks. If many crossovers give such $ values then
we would suspect a lack of useful building blocks
and thus a problem unsuited to GAS. In such
cases the focus on good solutions provided by selection cannot aid the search process because the
fitnesses of good individuals are associated with
features of the individuals that crossover is unable
t o manipulate. Indeed, the large non-linearity of
each crossover will dominate the crossover operation, giving offspring whose fitnesses differ little
from those of randomly generated individuals - a
degenerate random search is likely to result.
If II,is both large and negative then the non-linear
component of the crossover is not only large but
also working in opposition t o the linear building
blocks; not only is the function non-linear, but also
locally crossover-deceptzve. Analysis of the sign of
the i,h values can offer insights into any deceptive
structures within a problem.
We note t h a t the symmetry of crossover will result in the same $ value being generated if either
the parents are crossed t o produce the children,
or the children are crossed t o produce the parents.
The value of II,is a measure of the underlying fitness
structure and as such goes beyond any characterisations of the fitness function based simply upon the
observable improvements generated by crossover.
Given the insensitivity t o direction in $, let us assume, without loss of generality, that I f p 1 - f p 2 I 2
l f ~l fczl, i.e. the 'parents' have the greater fitness range. The following result is proven in Appendix A.
fCl

+ fc2 = f P 1 +

fP2

'c2)lfp1

+2G('p17 I p 2 ,Ic1,

-

fp21

That is, II,is the correlation coefficient relating the
non-linear change in mean fitness t o the linear component given by the fitness range in the parents.
I t is easy t o see from the above expression that
our measure II,(IpI,I p 2 , 1 ~ 11,~ 2is
) invariant under
an affine fitness scaling f'(1) = a f ( 1 )
b. We
would expect this t o be so given that the underlying
difficulty of a problem is in no way changed by such
scaling.

+

4. Experimental Results
In our discussion we have argued that crossover

(If

fit individuals will successfully generate improved
solutions whenever the fitness function, a t least over
the range of good individuals focused on by the GA,
is such that the crossover operations produce neairzero $ values. In this section we illustrate our work
with brief summaries of a number of initial experimental results. These experiments are discussed
more fully in Mason [15].
The first problems we consider are the functions
developed by Tanese and subsequently studied by
Mitchell and Forrest [5]. Tanese found that these
functions were difficult t o solve using the GA, a
result which Mitchell and Forrest confirmed. We
conducted our own experiments on 4 of these functions, defined by chromosome lengths k = 32 aad
k = 128 and the length of the contributing non-zero
partition coefficients being either unrestricted or
d = 8. For each problem, the GA was run for exactly 22 generations and the best fitness and mean
$ and I$/ values across all crossovers recorded. After performing 250 such runs the means ( % f ) and
standard errors ( s % ~ of
) these values were calculated, along with the percentage of runs finding the
optimum (%opt); this data is shown in Table 1. The
crossover and mutation rates used for the table entries were chosen as follows. The first entry for each
problem corresponds t o that value of p , which maximised %f using a low mutation rate p , = 0.001.
while the second is for runs with no crossover and
a mutation rate p , chosen t o again maximise %f.
Thus each pair of entries for a problem indicates the
best performance achievable using either crossover
(with a low rate of mutation) or just mutation.
For the first two problems in the table we see that
mutation generates a better search than crossover
- crossover's performance is no better than a poor
mutation operator. These problems should not
be solved using a @A. For the two problems with
= 8, and in particular the second of these, we
see that crossover has successfully exploited properties inherent in the problems in a way that cannoi,
be
mimicked bv mutation. When we consider the
values, we observe that the lower values are
indeed associated with those problems for which
crossover's contribution is most beneficial. Indeed,
the smallest
value corresponds t o a problem in
which crossover found the optimum 10 times mort:
frequently than runs using just mutation. This table shows that crossover can contribute positively
t o solving these problems if the defining length d is
kept sufficiently low.
The second example we consider is a 2 class
minimal flow time job scheduling problem with
changeover times incurred whenever processing
switches between classes. Using a suite of test

a

a
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1 k

= 32

k

= 32

a=8

k = 128
a=8

I

Pc

Pm

1.0
0.0

0.001
0.050

0.0
1.0
0.0
1.0
0.0

0.010
0.001
0.110
0.001
0.025

%f
1

I

%opt

S%f

81.62
85.69

0.24
0.18

94.70
98.14
96.83
98.47
94.01

0.14
0.13
0.16
0.10
0.16

I

I

0.0
0.0

1

0.8
37.6
20.0
29.6
2.4

I

I

I

4

s*

144

-1.717

0.037

5.281

0.031

-1.717

0.030

3.218

0.028

-0.249

0.007

0.700

0.006

s,a

Table: 1: Analysis of various Tanese Functions solved by the GA firstly using an experimentally optimised crossover rate
p , (with a low mutation rate p , = 0.001), and secondly using an experimentally optimised mutation rate p m with p , = 0.
Each problem was solved 250 times using exactly 22 generations. The average quality of the GA’s solutions (%’of, where
100% is the known maximum), the standard error in this value, and the percentage of problems solved optimally (%opt)
by the GA are given

problems we tested our GA using a method similar
to that discussed above and obtained the results
shown in Table 2. Note that 250 runs were made;
%err gives the deviation from optimality, and %opt
gives the percentage of runs finding the true optimum. As before we observe that the ability of
crossover t o outperform mutation appears t o be associated with low
values.

0

0.15
0.05

References

0.045
0.036

0.004
0.004
83.6
4
= 0.2437, S.,J = 0.0049
I$J = 0.6511, S- = 0.0048

Table 2: T h e percentage error in the GA’s flow times above
the known minima (%err), the standard error in this value,
and t h e percentage of problems solved optimally (%opt)
by t h e GA for a sequencing test suite using an experimentally optimised crossover rate p c (with a low mutation rate
p , = 0.05), and secondly using an experimentally optimised
mutation rate p , with p , = 0. The values for the p, = 1
run are also given
$J

5 . Conclusion
We believe that the concept of generating new solutions from the best elements of existing solutions is
a powerful one, and this contribution should not be
obscured by all-encompassing claims for the GA’s
utility based on uncertain evolutionary analogies.
We hope that our discussion of the issues associated
with crossover and our contribution of crossover
non-linearity ratios and initial supporting experimental results will encourage further research on
improved characterisations of crossover and consequently, a better understanding of those problems
for which GAS are an appropriate solution method.
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Now, let Q = /E,*/
4Q

=
=

+ / f * b / , giving

(P+CI+/P-C(
( P + C) . sign(P + C)
+(P - C) . sign(P - C).

We note that if /PI 2 /Cl, then sign(P
sign(P - C) = sign(P), and so
4Q

+

2/P1

Alternatively, if [PI 5 /Cl then sign(P
-sign(P - C) = sign(C), and so

P . sign(C) + C . sign(C)
-P . sign(C) C . sign(C)

=

2/CI.

f(IP1)

=

+

Thus we have Q = max(lP\,lCl)/2. This proves
that

+ /E*bl

/Ea*/

= m a x [ / f ( r p i ) - f(I~2)1,lf(Ici)
-- f(Ic2)11/2

Now, arbitrarily assign a parent/child direction
t o the crossover such that I f ( l p 1 ) - f ( I p 2 ) l :?
If(Ic1)- f(Ic2)1,giving /PI 2 ICI, and hence

(v) (9)

sign
sign(c(a*)E(*b)) = sign
= sign(P)sign(P)
= 1

Let P = ~ ( I P -If )( I ~ 2 ) , and C = f ( I c 1 )-f(Icz).
Now, from equations (2)-(5), we note that
=

+ C)

=

A. Proof of Equation (3)

cab

=

= P . sign(P) C . sign(P)
+P . sign(P) - C . sign(P)
=

4Q

+ C)

+ f(IP2) - f(IC1) - f ( I C 2 )
4
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